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Russia must stop Interpol before its too late...

Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
Putin, I need your 'bastard-mentallity'.
Yesterday, I watched a documentary on VPRO-tv on Russia
= people behave apathetic in relationship with politics
= people voted for Putin because he was strong amongst 'paralized fooks'
= corruption makes the world go round
= Medvedev is appreciated for his view 'Russia suffers from Justice-nihilism'
= its unlikely that fooks today start to build their 1-persons-toko with individual strenght
On top of this we have:
● EU & UN want ICC to be a Lobby- & Assasinationcentre
● Worlds' parliaments keep Balkenende & co in parliament, while we should have had New elections
grounded in my ICC-case in the summer of 2007
● Geert Wilders is brought to court for distributing hatred against he Islamic-world, but its unclear
if judges are going to write a degree against misconduct
● Media refuses to implement the correct legal constructions aganst Wilders & co + media refuses
to inform the people about my ICC-case
● Interpol keeps Balkenende & co in parliament and even coöperates with Icc as if its a fair court of
law, while in fact its an official Hitler-court.
● White House is working with my sites, which can result in an explosion of hatred against USAsoldiers in Afghanistan when Barack Obama makes mistakes; expolsion against NATO
● Media wants Wilder te become president of NL, to prove that our NL-judges are worthless.
● SP called for an intifada from Gaza to Israel...
Can you see that over the past months agression – war – is increased in NL?
This is not going to stop!
Trade is more corrupt than 5 years ago, thanks to Balkenende & co.
5000-10000 extra unemployed persons per month.
World's parliaments panic - now we have got a financial crisis - so they ignore people like me.. Wrong!
Media only broadcasts 'violence', not the legal possibilities to make individuals stronger.
Ronald K. Noble of Interpol calls for better coöperation between private & public-sectors.
Too late! He behaves like a politician, not a police-officer.
Terrorists already know 'that he supports criminals working in NL, ICC, EU, UN and more...'
NLF-reader know 'that Noble has me tortured & killed by ICC'.

Tóóóóó late.....
Why do I need your 'bastard-mentallity'?
ALL those bureaucracy-models you build together with Interpol to stop crime...are FAKE to the people...
People are excluded. Anti-corruption-offices don't even know 'what ICC stands for'.
Ronald K. Noble has to SHUT UP and leave office.
Interpol-management already has a corrupt image...and they ignore people who prove this to the world.
Kremlin MUST publish Instruction-papers for the individuals/people on the website. Talks to people as if
they are intelligent human beings = forget their apathetic behavior. Make people talk about themselves &
lawbooks. You need to do a 1000 thimes better than you do today.
Have a straightforward day,
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